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This paper aims to both develop and apply advances from the field of complex networks
to large economic systems and explore the (dis)similarities between economic systems
and other real-world complex networks. For the first time, the nature and evolution of
the Dutch economy are captured by means of a data set analysis that describes the
monetary transactions among 105 economical activity clusters over the period 1987–
2007. We propose to represent this data set as a multi-weighted network, called the
monetary transaction network. Each node represents a unique activity cluster. Nodes
are interconnected via monetary transactions. The millions of euros that traverse the
links and that circulate inside each activity cluster are denoted by a link weight and a
node weight respectively. By applying innovative methodologies from network theory, we
observe important features of the monetary transaction network as well as its evolution:
(a) Activity clusters with a large internal flow tend to cooperate with many other clusters via high volume monetary transactions. (b) Activity clusters with a lower internal
transaction volume prefer to transact with fewer neighboring nodes that have a higher
internal flow. (c) The node weights seem to follow a power law distribution. Surprisingly,
(b) and (c) have been observed in community structures of many real-world networks
as well. (d) Activity clusters tend to balance the monetary volume of their transactions
with their neighbors, reflected by a positive link weight correlation around each node.
This correlation becomes stronger over time while the number of links increases over
time as well.
Keywords: Complex network; monetary transaction network; weighted network; mode
weight.
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1. Introduction
For decades, many research initiatives have been devoted to studying economic systems by means of e.g. input–output matrices, representing the interdependencies
between different branches of a national economy [1, 2]. This paper aims to contribute to a more in-depth understanding of economic systems by applying advances
from the field of complex networks.
Large systems of elements (nodes) and their interactions or relations (links) can
be represented as complex networks. Examples of complex networks range from
biological networks and communication networks to social networks. The characterization of networks has been extensively investigated for classification purposes
and for understanding the effect of the network structure on its functioning [3, 4].
Most studied complex networks are represented as unweighted networks. Many of
these networks show the small-world property [5] characterized by dense local connections and short average distance, as well as a power-law degree distribution [6].
These topological features affect the functioning of a network, such as its robustness or vulnerability. Furthermore, many real-world networks employ link weights
to quantify properties of links such as distance, cost, capacity and bit rate of traffic
flows. Weighted analysis has been widely applied to characterize the world trade
web [7, 8]. Measures that characterize weighted networks and that explore the
correlations between topology and link weight structure, have recently been introduced [9–11]. While link weights are used to describe properties of links, we propose
to further add node weights to capture node related features.
We propose to study the Dutch economy as a monetary transaction network that
can be represented as a multi-weighted network. At the highest hierarchical level,
society and economy are decomposed into a number of sectors, such as construction, education, finance, healthcare, manufacture and transport [12]. Sectors are
interlinked via monetary transactions. Each sector can be further decomposed into
activity clusters.a For example, the transport sector comprises railway transportation, airline transportation, etc. As a result, there are in total 105 activity clusters,
assigned in a non-overlapping way to 20 sectors. Each activity cluster transacts
money with other activity clusters. For its internal production, activity clusters
require a certain amount of money that circulates within that cluster. Statistics
a Currently, the most prevalent standard is the International Standard Industrial Classification
(ISIC) [13] provided by the United Nations to all member states, enabling them to transparently
classify their (national) economic activities. Most national statistics departments use (and comply
to) the ISIC standard as a general framework to define and structure their national statistical
data sets. The most recent ISIC version [13] comprises 21 sections, subdivided into 86 divisions.
Users can translate these sections and divisions into a list of sectors, sub-sectors etc. The network,
studied in this paper, is based on the Dutch Input Output table provided by the National Accounts
department of Statistics Netherlands. This table contains a financial transaction matrix that
reflects the yearly produced and delivered value inside and between 104 economic activity clusters
thus addressing at least all 86 ISIC divisions. As the role of the household is increasingly important,
we added consumer spending and salaries to the studied data set being the 105th node in the sector
network.
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Netherlands recorded all transactions in monetary terms observed in each year over
the 21 years period (1987–2007) in the Netherlands among 105 activity clusters. The
activity clusters (nodes) are, thus, interconnected via monetary transactions. The
money flows that traverse the links account for the goods and services exchanged
between the nodes. The amount of money flow traversing a link is represented by a
link weight and the volume of the internal transactions within each activity cluster
is denoted by a node weight.b Such a multi-weighted network representation provides a clear view of the network with respect to the nature of these transactions:
the presence or absence of a transaction between activity clusters and the amounts
transacted between as well as within activity clusters.
Characterizing multi-weighted networks has not yet been studied to our best
knowledge. In this paper, properties of the multi-weighted monetary transaction
network are systematically investigated via diverse measures/metrics. These measures reveal intrinsic properties of the monetary transaction network as well as
traces of major trends. Moreover, the monetary transaction network is shown to
share similar features with the community structures of other real-world networks.
As the weights can be different in nature, a multi-weighted network can even incorporate multiple link weights and/or node weights, where our methodology can still
be applied.
2. Monetary Transaction Network
Our data set aggregates all monetary transactions observed in each year over a 21
year period (1987–2007) in the Netherlands among 105 different activity clusters.
Figure 1 is a conceptual visualization of the Dutch sector network at two hierarchical
levels. At the sector and activity cluster level, the network describes monetary
transactions between sectors and between activity clusters respectively. Throughout
this work, we mainly examine the monetary transaction network at the activity
cluster level, because at the sector level, the network is almost fully meshed close
to a complete graph.
A network topology, denoted by a graph G(N, L), consists of a set N of N
nodes interconnected by a set L of L links. It can be represented by an adjacency
matrix A, an N × N matrix consisting of elements aij that are either one or zero
depending on whether there is a link between node i and j or not. A weighted
adjacency matrix W ˜ may further incorporate the link weight structure by letting
wij˜ denote the weight of link i → j.
b When

a transaction in between clusters is defined as a link, the monetary transaction within an
activity cluster can be regarded as a self-loop. In this example, node weight can be understood
as the weight of a self-loop. The term node weight, however, can be used in more general cases
where the node weight and link weight may capture different properties of links and nodes. For
example, the number of employees in a cluster, can be as well-denoted by node weight which has
no evident association to self-loops.
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sector network

activity cluster level
Fig. 1. A conceptual visualization of the monetary transaction network at the sector level (above),
where each node represents a sector, defined as a group of activity clusters, and at the activity
cluster level (bottom), where each node represents an activity cluster.

Each of the 21 network instances contains N = 105 nodes, which correspond to
the activity clusters. We studied the monetary transaction network in an undirected
way due to the complexity of weighted and directed network analysis. Thus, we
adapted the original directed matrix W ˜ into W by defining the link weight wij =
˜
being the sum of the original money flows from activity cluster i to j
wij˜ + wji
and from j to i. Thus, the link weight wij represents how active two clusters are
mutually involved in monetary transactions. We further use the node weight wi to
denote the money flow within an activity cluster i. Node weight wi and link weight
wij , which can generally describe distinct properties of a node and link respectively,
are not necessarily related.
!
!
!
As shown in Fig. 2, the total money flow w = N
i<j wij increases
i=1 wi +
over time. After correcting for inflation,c the total money flow still increases due
to the improved production over the observed period. Thus, two factors influence
the increase of the total money flow: (a) inflation and (b) the improved production over the observed period. Being aware of the effects of the two factors, we
c If

we take the year 1987 as a reference, due to inflation, 1 euro in 1988 is valued

in 1989

1
(1+z1 )(1+z2 )

1
1+z1

euro and

euro, where z1 and z2 is the inflation rate in 1988 and 1989, respectively.

Thus, the value of 1 euro in i years after 1987 is equivalent to

Qi

j=1

1
(1+zj )

euro in 1987. In this

way, we convert the monetary value in each year to the equivalent amount in 1987 to reduce the
effect of inflation.
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in millions of euros of each year from 1987 to 2007 with and

normalize for each individual year all the link weights and node weights of the sec!
tor network by the total money flow w in that year/network instance such that
!
!N
i<j wij = 1 and wi , wij ∈ [0, 1] hold in each network. The normali=1 wi +
ization is essential to compare and to discover collective features of the class of 21
sector network instances
excluding the influence of inflation. As depicted in Fig. 3,
P
i<j wij
P
P
of the total of all link weights divided by the total of
the ratio R = N w +
w
i=1

i

i<j

ij

all link weights and all node weights of each year proved to be surprisingly constant
within the range [0.892, 0.905] over the period from 1987 to 2007.

3. The Monetary Transaction Network at Activity Cluster Level
The monetary transaction network at activity cluster level is well-represented as
a multi-weighted network. A multi-weighted network generally incorporates three
domains of information: (1) the topology, namely, the unweighted network structure, which solely describes the interconnections of nodes, (2) the link weight structure, which associates a weight to each link and (3) the node weight structure that
assigns a weight to each node. In this section, we first introduce measures to capture
the main features of the monetary transaction network in each of three domains
respectively. Correlations among the three domains will also be investigated. The
evolution of the network properties during a 21-year period will be studied in this
paper as well. We aim to thoroughly explore whether or not evident course changes
or turning points have occured for each network property over time. Such observations may reflect, explain or even help predicting developments of our economical
system.
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wij
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2006

of the total of all link weights divided by the total of all

link weights and all node weights of each year from 1987 to 2007. The dotted line is the average
over the 21 years.

3.1. Topology
Over the past several years, a variety of measures has been proposed to describe
different features of a network topology. Measures related to the node degreed and
the clustering coefficient of a nodee are widely studied in most complex networks.
We refer to [4] for an extensive survey of metrics and examine here the most fundamental metrics.
The number of links L continuously increases during the period 1987–2001, as
shown in Fig. 4, implying that the interactions among activity clusters become
increasingly prevalent. The number of links decreases over the period 2002–2005,
subsequently recovers from 2006 on. This observation seems to correspond in time
and reflect the effect of the crash of the Internet bubble in the year 2001.
1
The power-law degree distribution Pr[D = k] = ck −τ , where c = PN −1
k−τ
k=1

is a normalization constant, has been observed in many complex networks. It is
characterized by a large number of low degree nodes and a small number of hubs
which have a high degree. In contrast, the monetary transaction network possesses a
large number of high degree nodes (see Fig. 5), which connect to almost every other
node. During the entire period of 21 years, the activity cluster that represents the
household proved out to have the highest degree 103 compared to all the others.
d The

degree of a node is the number of its direct neighbors.
clustering coefficient of a node is the ratio`of ´the number of links among its di direct neighbors
divided by the total possible number of links d2i . It describes the density of connections among
the direct neighbors of this node.

e The
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Fig. 4.

The number of links L in the sector network measured from 1987 to 2007.
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The existence of such hubs (or high degree nodes) and high link density leads
to a large clustering coefficient and a small diameter, where the diameter is the
maximum distance in terms of the number of hops or links over all pairs of nodes in
a network. In each of the 21 network instances, the diameter is maximally 3 because
the number of nodes is N = 105 and the maximum degree is 103.
“Mixing” in complex networks [14, 15] refers to the tendency of network nodes
to preferentially connect to other nodes with either similar or opposite properties.
Networks, where nodes preferentially connect to nodes with (dis)similar property,
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are called (dis)assortative. When the property of interest is the degree of a node, we
examine the degree correlation of any two nodes connected by a link in a network.
The degree correlation can be measured by the relation between the degree d of
a node and the average degree of its direct neighbors E[Dnn ]. If there is no degree
correlation in a network, E[Dnn ] is independent of d in the scatter plot of all the
nodes. Figure 6(a) evidently shows that if a node has a large degree, the degree of
its neighbors E[Dnn ] is small on average. Thus, at the activity cluster level the 21
network instances are disassortative in the degree.
The mixing property (or assortativity) in node degree of a network can be
measured by means of another method: the linear degree correlation coefficient ρD ,
which is computed [16] as

ρD = 1 − !
N

!

i∼j (di

3
i=1 di −

1
2L

− dj )2
"!
N

2
i=1 di

(1)

#2 ,

where dj is the degree of node j and i ∼ j denotes that node i and j are linked.
For example, networks, where high-degree nodes preferentially connect to other
high-degree nodes, are assortative (ρ(Dl+ , Dl− ) > 0), whereas networks, where highdegree nodes connect to low-degree nodes, are disassortative (ρ(Dl+ , Dl− ) < 0).
Figure 6(b) depicts the disassortativity of each monetary transaction network measured from 1987 and 2007. Evident transitions occur in the year 2001, where the
maximal degree correlation/assortativity ρ(Dl+ , Dl− ) has been observed. A similar
transition in the number of links in 2001 has also been observed in Fig. 4. Both
observations may suggest the effect of the crash of the Internet bubble in the year
2001.
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Fig. 6. (a) Scatter plot of the degree d of a node and the average degree of its direct neighbors
E[D nn ]. (b) The degree correlation ρ(Dl+ , Dl− ) in each monetary transaction network measured
from 1987 and 2007, where the dotted line is the average over the 21 years.
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3.2. Link weight structure
An important feature in the link weight domain is the probability density function
of link weights. As shown in Fig. 7, the link weights distribution can be well-fitted
with a power-law distribution fwl (x) ∼ x−1.6 . Thus, a few links possess a large link
weight, while the majority has a small link weight.
The link weight structure can be generally characterized by different types of link
weight correlations, which, however, received much less attention in literature. The
link weight correlation of links incident to a node examines whether links connected
to a same node tend to possess similar or dissimilar link weights. Ramasco and
Gonçalves [17] have proposed a measure that examines the ratio of the average
variance Eorg [σw ] of the link weights around each node divided by that Erand [σw ]
of an ensemble of weight-reshuffled instances of the original graph. For example,
the variance of the link weight around a node i can be defined as
$
%
Σj∈N (i) wij 2
2
,
σw (i) = Σj∈N (i) wij −
di
where N (i) is the set of neighboring nodes of i, di is the degree of node i and
Σj∈N (i) wij
is, thus, the average link weight of the links arriving at i. The link weight
di
correlation is then measured as
∆w =

Eorg [σw ]
,
Erand [σw ]

(2)

106
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105
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103
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Fig. 7.

The probability density function fwl (x) of link weights.
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Fig. 8. The link weight correlation ∆w around each node of the monetary transaction network
measured from 1987 and 2007. The dotted line is the average over the 21 years.

where the average standard deviation of link weights around each node E[σw ] is
estimated for the original graph and an ensemble of weight-reshuffledf instances.
The type of link weight correlation around each node in a network is revealed by
comparing with the randomized instances: positive (∆w < 1), negative (∆w > 1) or
non-correlated (∆w = 1). As depicted in Fig. 8, all the network instances measured
between 1987 and 2007 are positively correlated in link weight surrounding a node
since ∆w < 1 and the average link weight correlation is E[∆w ] = 0.74. Hence, the
money flows between one cluster and its cooperative clusters tend to be similar
in amount. This link weight correlation becomes stronger over time 1987–2003, as
reflected by the decrease in ∆w in Fig. 8. This may imply the trend that nowadays
each activity cluster tends to balance its monetary transactions with its cooperative
clusters, instead of exchanging far more money with some cluster than with the
others.
We introduce another measure of link weight correlation around each node.
!
Firstly, we define the node strength si =
j∈N (i) wij as the total weight of all
the links connected to a node i. Note that node strength is the total volume of
external transactions of an activity cluster while node weight describes the total
amount of internal transactions within an activity cluster. The average link weight
incident to a node i is dsii . The relation between the weight wij of link (i, j) and
&
si sj
the geometric mean
di dj of the average link weight incident to node i and to
&
s s
node j is examined over all the links in a network. If dii djj and wij are positively
&
s s
correlated, a high link weight wij implies a high dii djj . Other links connected to
i and j have to possess relatively high link weights if the network is large and

f The

set of L link weights is re-assigned randomly to the set of L links.
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dense, because only one large link weight wij cannot lead to a high node strength
si or sj . Thus, a positive√link weight correlation around a node can be expected.
si sj
Specifically, the slope of N −1
as a function of wij reflects the relative strength of
the link weight correlation surrounding a node.√g Figure 9 illustrates the positive
si sj
versus wij , which is consistent
link weight correlation byh the positive slope of N −1
√
s s

s +s

i j
i
j
with the measure ∆w . The N −1
and 2(N
−1) in relation to wij similarly reveal the
positive link weight correlation around a node as compared in [18].

3.3. Node weight structure
Both the node weight and the degree are a property of a node. Thus, measures
related to the degree in the topology domain can be applied to the node weight
domain. For example, the degree–degree correlation in the topology domain examines whether nodes with similar or opposite degrees tend to connect to each other.
Correspondingly, we may study whether nodes with similar or dissimilar node
weight tend to link to each other.i
Similar to the link weights, the node weights in the class of monetary transaction
networks also well fit a power-law distribution fwn (x) ∼ x−1.3 , as depicted in
Fig. 10.
g The

s +s

i
j
arithmetic mean 2(N−1)
as a function of wij can also be used to measure link weight
correlation and it illustrates the same result,
as discussed in [18].
√
h Instead of making a scatter plot of all ( si sj , w ) pairs, we divided the link weight range [0, 1]
ij
N−1

√

s s

i j
corresponding to those wij that
into 100 bins and over each bin, we calculated the average N−1
belong to the same bin.
i Note that such a node weight–node weight correlation involves in the information of topology
although we focus on the node weight domain.
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The probability density function fwn (x) of node weights.

With respect to the node weight–node weight correlation, we examine the relation between the weight w of a node and the average weight of its direct neighbors
E[W nn ], similar to the degree–degree correlation. The scatter plot in Fig. 11(a)
shows that if a node has a large node weight, the average weight of its neighbors
E[W nn ] is small. When a node has a small weight, E[W nn ] varies dramatically but
is large on average. The class of monetary transaction networks shows disassortativity in the weight of nodes that are connected by a link. A large number of nodes
-48
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E[Wnn]
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Fig. 11. (a) The scatter plot of the weight w of a node and the average node weight of its direct
neighbors E[W nn ]. (b) Node weight correlation ρ(Wl+ , Wl− ) of connected node pairs in each
monetary transaction network measured from 1987 and 2007, where the dotted line is the average
over the 21 years.
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Fig. 12. (a) Scatter plot of the degree d and the node weight w of each node. (b) The linear
correlation coefficient ρ(D, W ) of the degree and the node weight of a node in each monetary
transaction network measured from 1987 and 2007, where the dotted line is the average over the
21 years.

have a degree 103 (see Fig. 5) and thus have almost the same E[W nn ], which results
in the floor in the scatter plot 11(a). As shown in Fig. 12(a), activity clusters with
high node weight w > 6 × 10−3, are almost connected to all the other clusters. This
explains why the average weight of neighbors E[W nn ] remains the same for nodes
with a large weight.
The node weight–node weight correlation ρ(Wl+ , Wl− ) can be as well computed via (1) by replacing the degree with the node weight. Weak disassortativityj
ρ(Wl+ , Wl− ) < 0 is observed in each monetary transaction network measured from
1987 and 2007, as shown in Fig. 11(b). In other words, activity clusters, with a
small amount of internal money flow tend to interact with clusters that have a
huge amount of internal money flow.
3.4. Correlation among topology, link weight
and node weight structure
We are going to investigate the correlation between any two of the three dimensions: topology, node weight and link weight structure. In order to exemplify the
methodology in a simple way, we mainly explore the correlations among the corresponding elementary features in these three dimensions: degree, node weight and
j The

scatter plot of E[W nn ] versus node weight w reveals the node weight correlation in a straightforward way via detailed views at each node. The quantitative metric assortativity ρ(Wl+ , Wl− )
depends on the node weight distribution, which is a power-law distribution in the studied networks. The assortativity in the rank of node weight will be different from that of the node weight
ρ(Wl+ , Wl− ), because (a) the transformation from the node weight (power-law distributed) to
the rank of the node weight (uniformly distributed) is a nonlinear strictly increasing transformation. (b) The linear correlation ρ(X, Y ) is not invariant under nonlinear strictly increasing
transformation T such that ρ(T (X), T (Y ) "= ρ(X, Y ) [19]. The weak node weight disassortativity
ρ(Wl+ , Wl− ) < 0, thus, may result from the power-law distribution of node weight.
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average link weight incident to a node, which equals the strength of a node divided
by its degree s/d.
3.4.1. Topology and node weight structure correlation
The relation between the degree d and the node weight w of each node is depicted
in Fig. 12(a). Activity clusters with a large node weight tend to have monetary
transactions with many other activity clusters. Activity clusters with extremely
high node weight w > 6 × 10−3 , are almost connected to all the other clusters.
The positive correlation between the degree and weight of a node ρ(D, W ) > 0 is
identified in each monetary transaction network instance measured from 1987 and
2007 in Fig. 12(b). The positive correlation between the weight and the degree of
a node manifests that a cluster with more money circulating inside tends to be
capable to cooperate with more activity clusters.
3.4.2. Topology and link weight structure correlation
We examine the correlation between the degree and the average link weight around
a node. Node strength s is the product of the degree d and the average link weight
incident to that node s/d. Therefore, the correlation between the node strength s
and the degree d is expected to be more positive than the correlation between the
degree d and the average link weight around a node s/d. In social networks where
individuals (nodes) are connected via collaborations (links) and the link weights
quantify the number of collaborations between two individuals, the node strength s
and the average link weight incident to a node s/d have been thoroughly studied [20]
since they stand for the total number of collaborations a person has been involved
and the likelihood that an individual collaborate with the same partner respectively.
Figure 13(a) shows the scatter plot of the degree of a node versus the average link
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Fig. 13. (a) Scatter plot of the degree d and the average link weight incident to the node s/d in
linear-log scale. (b) The linear correlation coefficient ρ(D, S/D) of the degree and the average link
weight incident to a node in each monetary transaction network measured from 1987 and 2007,
where the dotted line is the average over the 21 years.
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weight incident to the node. It reveals that if a node has a high degree, the links
connected to the node possess, on average, a high link weight.k The degree and
the average link weight incident to a node are positively correlated in each network
instance measured from 1987 and 2007 as depicted in Fig. 13(b). The positive
correlation between the degree of a node and the average link weight incident to the
node implies that a cluster cooperating with many other clusters exchanges a large
amount of money via each of these links. The correlation ρ(D, S/D) continuously
decreases during the period 1987–2001, as shown in Fig. 13(b) and subsequently
recovers from 2002 on, which correspond in time the turning-point in the number
of links, the degree correlation, and the link weight correlation around a node.
Other correlations between the topology and the link weight dimension examine,
for instance, the correlations between the link weight wij and the degrees of the
end-point nodes di and dj [9].
3.4.3. Link weight and node weight correlation
Figure 14 shows the weak positive correlation between the node weight and the
average link weight around a node via both the scatter plot and the correlation
coefficient. This is consistent with earlier observations: (a) the positive correlation
between degree and weight of a node and (b) the positive correlation between
degree and average link weight around the node. The average link weight incident
to a node larger than 1.0 × 10−3 appears for node 78, 103 and 105. Node 105 (the
households activity cluster) is a hub. It delivers the expenses and salaries of all
Dutch households from and to each of all the other activity clusters except for
activity cluster 104. The positive correlation between node weight and s/d does
not hold for these three clusters. In general, a cluster with a large amount of value
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Scatter plot of the node weight w and the average link weight incident to a node s/d.

points with degree 1 correspond to activity cluster 103 measured in each of the 21 years.
This super node 105 delivers the expenses and salaries of all Dutch households from and to each
of all the other 103 activity clusters except for activity cluster 103.
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inside the cluster, is likely to exchange a large amount of monetary transactions
with other cooperative clusters.
The correlation between node weight and link weight can be further explored
by examining the relation of a link weight wij versus the node weights wi and wj
of the two end nodes of the link. Since node weight and the average link weight
incident to a node is positively correlated, we expect that two nodes with large
node weights wi and wj are likely connected by a link with high link weight wij .
3.4.4. Summary
The class of monetary transaction networks is featured by: (1) a high link density
and a large number of hubs. They determine, to a large extent, other topology
related properties such as a short average distance and a small diameter. The large
number of hubs also explains the floor and ceiling observed in the scatter plots of
Figs. 11(a) and 12(a). The high link density results from the fact that a network
at a higher hierarchical level, like the activity cluster level, is denser than that at
a lower hierarchical level, as discussed later in Sec. 4. (2) A power-law like link
weight and node weight distribution that illustrates the diversity of the amount
of monetary transactions in between activity clusters and within activity clusters,
respectively. (3) A positive correlation among node weight, degree and the average
link weight incident to a node. It implies that an activity cluster with a large amount
of money flowing inside exchanges a large amount of money with each of many other
activity clusters. (4) A disassortativity in degree and node weight, which reflects
that activity clusters with lower internal transaction volume collaborate with fewer
clusters, but preferably with those containing higher internal flows. This properties
will be explained and compared with other complex networks in the next section.
(5) a positive link weight correlation of links incident to a node. In other words,
activity clusters tend to transact with their neighbors an equal amount.
When we look at the evolution of the network year by year from 1987 to 2007, we
deem the follow findings important: (1) the number of links and link weight correlation around a node continuously increase until the year 2001 and 2003 respectively.
The correlation between degree and average link weight incident to a node decreases
until 2001 and 2002. The period 2001–2003 coincides in time with the crash of the
Internet bubble in the year 2001, which suggests that the evolution of the monetary transaction network may reflect the performance of our economic system (see
Sec. 5).
4. Similarity with Topological Community Overlays
Nodes of complex networks can be clustered into topological communities such that
the link densities within communities are higher than that between communities. A
number of algorithms has been proposed to find communities in complex networks
based on their network topologies. A topological community overlay can be constructed upon a network, called the underlying network, by (a) aggregating each
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topological community into a node and (b) connecting two nodes in the overlay
if in the underlying network at least one link connects nodes residing in the two
corresponding communities respectively. Node weight in the community overlay is
usually used to represent a certain property of an underlying community such as
its number of nodes/links. The link weight in the overlay may e.g. represent the
number of links between two communities in the underlying network.
In the monetary transaction network as shown in Fig. 1, activity clusters sharing a similar functioning form a functional community, which is further aggregated
into a sector, a node at a higher layer. The monetary transaction network at sector level is, thus, a functional community overlay upon the transaction network at
activity cluster level. In a similar way, the network at activity cluster level is again
a functional community overlay upon a lower level network, where those lower level
elements sharing a similar functioning form a community, aggregated as an activity cluster. Generally, classification systems that describe all economic activities
discriminate five different aggregation layers. Correspondingly, the monetary transaction network could be decomposed into five hierarchical aggregation layers as
well. The network at a higher hierarchical level is denser. For example, the network
at the highest level, the sector level is almost a complete graph. In this work, we
focus on the monetary transaction network at the activity cluster level considered
as a functional community overlay.
In the construction of topological community overlays and functional community
overlays, communities are derived from the connections of the nodes (topology)
and from the functioning of the nodes respectively. Despite the evident different
nature of topological and functional community overlays, they surprisingly share
similar properties in degree–degree correlation (as well as node weight–node weight
correlation) and node weight distribution.
Newman [14] observed a disassortative degree–degree correlation in technological and biological networks and the opposite (assortativity) concerning social
networks. Our recent work [21] shows that topological community overlays constructed upon 82 real-world complex networks are disassortative in degree–degree
and node weight–node weight correlation, where the weight of a node can be the
number of nodes or links of the lower level community corresponding to this node.
Specifically, the overlay most likely has a smaller degree–degree correlation than its
underlying network ρoverlay (Dl+ , Dl− ) < ρ(Dl+ , Dl− ) and is mostly disassortative
ρoverlay (Dl+ , Dl− ) < 0 [21]. The monetary transaction network at activity cluster
level, a functional community overlay upon a lower level, also shows disassortativity
in degree–degree correlation (see Fig. 6) and in node weight–node weight correlation (Fig. 11), where the node weight is the amount of money circulating inside an
activity cluster. The disassortativity in the topological and functional community
overlays can be understood by the following two aspects: (a) Newman has suggested
assortative degree correlation can be explained by the presence of evident communities in the network, assuming that almost all nodes within each community will be
homogeneously connected and will therefore have approximately the same degree.
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Otherwise, a network is disassortative. (b) After aggregating each community into
one node, the community overlay does not seem to possess communities any more.
One supportive example is the Internet, a network of Autonomous Systems (AS)
which are collections of routers under the control of one or more network operators.
The Internet at AS level, a functional overlay, is more disassortative than that at
the router level: ρAS (Dl+ , Dl− ) = −0.189 < ρrouter (Dl+ , Dl− ) = −0.024. The node
weight (number of nodes/links or amount of money inside a community) is mostly
positively correlated with the degree of that node. Therefore, the disassortativity
in node weight–node weight correlation can be expected.
The node weights in the monetary transaction network seem likely to follow a
power-law distribution. When the community size or the number of elements in a
community is considered as the node weight, surprisingly, such a power-law node
weight distribution is widely observed in the topological community overlays upon
a large number of real-world networks [22].
5. Conclusion
Having combined the disciplines of economic data research and complex network
research resulted in observations and additional insights about the developments
and changing features of the Dutch national economy. In this work, we construct a
transaction network from the recorded monetary data for each of the 21 years over
the period 1987–2007. This network describes the monetary transactions among
105 activity clusters. Our work contributes to the following two aspects.
Firstly, we propose a systematic network representation of a multi-weighted
network, which includes both its node weights and its link weights. In the monetary transaction network, for example, the monetary transactions between activity
clusters are described by link weights. The monetary transactions within activity
clusters are described by node weights.
Secondly, by applying methodologies/metrics of complex network theory, we
observe important features of the monetary transaction network. (a) The network
differs from most real-world complex networks in its high link density and the large
number of hubs. (b) The power-law like node weight (community size) distribution and the disassortativity in degree–degree correlation (and node weight–node
weight correlation) of nodes connected by a link turn out to be the generic features
of topological community overlays upon various complex networks. Surprisingly,
these properties are also exhibited by the monetary transaction network at the
activity cluster level, which can be regarded as a functional community overlay.
(c) An activity cluster with a large internal flow is likely to cooperate with many
other clusters via high volume monetary transactions. Activity clusters with lower
internal transaction volume collaborate with fewer clusters, and preferably with
those containing higher internal flows (disassortative node weight correlation). (d)
Activity clusters are spreading out transaction amounts more equally with their
neighbors rather than transacting only high values with a preferred, small group
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of partners (assortative link weight correlation around a node). This correlation
becomes stronger over time. The number of links increases as well. Organizations
are increasingly able to outsource the development and production of their product
components and retain only access to (not ownership of) resources. These resources
are now globally available, which is a prime source of innovation [23]. The link weight
correlation and the number of links continuously increase until a trend change in
2003 and 2001 respectively. Furthermore, the correlation between degree and average link weight incident to a node continuously decreases until 2002. These three
observations remind us of the massive rise of Digital Information Networks, Mobile
Communications, the introduction of the World Wide Web and the crash of the
Internet bubble around 2001. The evolution of network properties may provide
more insights about the performance of our economical system.
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